Introduction and Summary
A single-bunch instability that leads to blow-up of bunch area and microwave signals (100 MHz to 3 GHz) has been observed in the pS') and the ISR2) . A similar instability may cause bunch lengthening in electron storage rings. Attempts to explain this as a high-frequency coasting-beam instability require e-folding rates faster than a synchrotron period, and wavelengths shorter than a bunch length. In this case, the usual Keil (6) Above transition, the coherent frequency wm is shifted up by inductance and down by capacitance, with the opposite below transition. Figure 1 thus corresponds to the situation above transition with a resonator between modes m= = 3 and 4, so that mostly inductance contributes to mode 3 and capacitance to mode 4. For constant Z(p)/p, such as inductive-wall or spacecharge, the summations drop out of (5), and (6) High Intensities
For larger bandwidths, the details of the line spectra can be ignored, and the summations in (5) 
coupling for modes separated by more than one integer m (see Fig. 3 ).
It is convenient to introduce the dimensionless intensity parameter £, E Io Z(p) (8) 2BOhVT |cos 4S P where Z(p)/p will be taken to be the peak value for a resonator. The coasting-beam thresholds can be written as (Part 2) £ < 1.15 for peak current (9) c < 1.73/BRF for average current (10) where BRF = bunch length TL/RF period = hBo.
For the example shown in Fig. 1 
The thresholds (crossing of two crossing frequencies) have been computed for different resonator bandwidths, and are shown in Fig. 7 . The solid line corresponds to a resonant frequency that lies between the maxima of two mode spectra, so that only two modes are coupled for small bandwidths; the dotted line is for a resonance that coincides with the maxima of a mode, so that at least three modes are coupled, which gives a higher threshold.
COASTING -BEAM (AVERAGE CURRENT)
The over-all form of the threshold curve is easily understood. For small bandwidths, only a few lines contribute to the sum (5) , and the threshold is high. As the bandwidth increases, the summation grows in propor- Hereward) , and so move relatively little. In the limit of large Af, the bunch is stable.
For very small bandwidths (decay time < bunch spacing), coupled-bunch modes are unstable, and the threshold is shown in Fig. 7 for the case where every third bucket (stationary) is filled, with a bunch length 1/10 of the bucket length (hBo = 0.1). The coasting-beam thresholds for average current (10) and peak current (9) are also shown. Finally, the factor m/(m+l) in (5) has been neglected here, so that the thresholds for the low order modes are (m+l)/m times larger than shown in Fig. 7 , which is at most a factor of two. This is the price for having only one or two wavelengths along the bunch.
Conclusion
The coasting-beam threshold for peak current is equivalent to the crossing of two coherent frequencies, which should be observable. Presumably, the bunch lengthens to remain just below this threshold. In addition, bunch lengthening due to static potential-well distortion may occur. This is caused by lower frequency impedances that overlap the stationary bunch spectrum.
